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At the beginning or the program my work was strongly oriented toward the individual objects used in the paintings and lacked any cohesive
means or unification.
more was still needed.

Collage v.as used as an attempt for unification but
It was not until I let go or observed or pre-

conceived images and allowed the image to develop from the free now or
washes and lines that I was able to allow the picture to give ideas back
to me.

The pictures were now growing from themselves and from the ideas

suggested to me, without having to force the image prior to starting a
painting.

After uny black and white works in this give and take
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approach I chose to introduce collage and color back into my work.

It was

also at this point that the choice of subject matter, prior to starting the
painting, reappeared.

I was now able to work with subject matter as I had

before, but in a new, open, and flowing way.
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THESIS
BACKGROO ND

At the beginning of my terminal project my work wavered among many
directions.

I had painted in so many styles I felt it was time to find

a focus, to try to establish a personal direction.

Directions I had

f'ollowed include large super-realistic images, objects attached to and
coming out of the canvas, and free standing out-out images.
III)

(Plates I, II,

In the MFA program I hoped to arrive at this point by the time of my

thesis show.

In my appraisal of my work I found some consistent problems with
seeming inner contradictions.

First, I had always dealt with an object

of some sorta i.e., face, animal, etc.

The work was therefore object-

oriented, and often ignored relationships between objects and the overall
unity of the canvas.

Backgrounds were orten no more than lert over space.

One early method I used in trying to overcome this problem was collage.
(Pl. IV)

This approach was not completely satisfactory because the

paintings seldom got beyond an illustrative level.

The images con•

stantly remained on the surface of the picture plane and seldom gained
a spatial integrity.

So, the two and three dimensional problem was a

major one.
My second problem was how to reach a point where I could be free, or

at least more free, of the need to look at an object in order to paint it.
I felt that if I could find a more open and general way of beginning a composition, the dependence on objects would fall away.
My work has always dealt with the figure and I had no desire to

abandon it.

I wished to push in a direction that would give me more control
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over the whole picture and not allow the figure to have control over it.
I wanted to paint in such a way that every element in my paihtinga worked
together so that nothing could be said to be 11ore important than anything
else.
I spent the first year or the MFA program trying to find an approach
which would g1ve me this control.

'

Many or the firat attempt•. ,uch as

using a larger scale in drawing and painting and working outside the reoAll ot

th••• works lacked

and organized relationship• I sought.

I believe much of

tangular format, seemed to lead to a dead end.
the overall

now

this was caused by a strong pre-occupation with the image and the story
element of the picture to the exclusion of allowing the picture to happen.

TURNING POINT
I then decided to abandon my reliance on direct ob1ervation an:! to
allow whatever would happen in the process o:t' drawing or painting to
happen.
I believed the most important changes that affected IQ' work were dealing with the figure directly :t'rom memory and i•gination and concentrating
on the composition of the picture and not with any particular content. To
'
facilitate this I started by deliberately splashing ink an4 paint on paper
to mess it up.

I then could observe vhat had happened

.

tones to bring out what I saw there.
always came through.

~

add lines and

Paradoxically, I ,found a message

The abando?llllent o:t' the desire to arrive.. at a parti-

cular 1'look 11 and the new working procedure gave me ideas :and approaches
that had not presented themselves previously.
Modern paychology would deal with the idea o:t' the gestalt.
and forms developed in the process o:t' drawing and painting.

Patterns

Cavemen must

J
have worked much the same way 'When they saw bison or pigs in the bosses
of cave walls moving in the flickering light of torches.

Leonardo suggest-

ed working in this manner as did the English landscape painter Alexander
Cozens (1717 - 1786) who
scapes from

11blots 11 •

11 invented11

the method of creating ideal land-

Artists had long given themselves spring boards for
Anatomical and non-objective

their imaginations, but it was new to me.

forms and shapes suggested themselves that would not have otherwise.

I

felt that it was the freedom from object-oriented picture-lll&king and down
playing the technical aspects that laid a foundation for 'lll:f growth.

DEVELOPMENT
The first works that began to move in the direction I wanted was a
group of pencil and graphite wash drawings.

The use of pencil held me to

a drawing approach but at the same time the dark wash allowed tying together of linear shapes.

(Pl. V)

These drawings were not based on direct

observation but unfolded by themselves.

This was a first step.

Some-

times I had some ideas prior to beginning a drawing but uny t11'les th&
subject was not established until after soma overall lines and washes
were put down.

The felt forms and ideas became more concrete as the first

lines and washes developed.
rriy

At times, a drawing developed very close to

original conception, but more often it changed due to the "accidental 11

nature of the beginning composition.

I now saw the forms within a composi-

tional environment which gave the background equal importance.

This freedom

to work the whole format simultaneously gave me a new attitude toward the
figure.

Only the parts of the figure that were working with the complete

design were developed with no need for more figurative information than I
felt necessary.

I found now that the picture waa not made by moving
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around cut-out pieces but had a natural growth process that allowed the
work to develop its own compositional inner logic.
development waa the fact that I avoided col.or.

Another taator in this

By working in black and

white only, I had the opportunity to get hold of the tot.al piature with
!ever problaa.

It was through these early cb-av1ng1 that changes in the

composition •• a whole could be realised.
At this point I felt I wanted to push the fl,gurative torm• beyond
individual closed unit•. so that they might tie together with the total
composition.

By this I iaean individual anatOld.oal el.ante uy appear

arbitrary and •Y become transparent or overlapped to create new toJ'lla,
or in some drawings only those part.a ot the figure which serve the composition appear.

In rq first attmapt in this direation I u1ed ink, chalk

and casein tor aeveral reasons.

It

atto~

me a chance to vork over the

whole surface quickly and make constant Jdjullt,11i9nta without overstating
one area at the expense ot the other.
almost exhilarating.

I tound this

I feel it vas the speed ot

~etely

appl.1,oat~on

to m;y liking,

and constant

critical invol.vement that allowed rq work to beccme aore aeaningtul to me
because ot the growth that never ceas.cl until the work •urprised me by
suddenly being complete.

I found thi• • :P"OU"iou•

one had to wait tor the work to give up it• •,• er.ts.

~

ot working tor

Even though it

allowed tor many possibilities it waa not ·neoeaaarily a guarantee or
results.

I did five or six more of' these ink and casein painting• but on
llrr,. "

a llllaller scale.

The large

~oal•

did allow tor

ciJnaaioAnd · neep~

drawing but I found it s1.mply gave me too much to do at this point and I
felt more comfortable and more in control ot vork on a smaller scale.
The speed and changes vere working tor me but I still wanted more
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immediacy•

Since I was already familiar "'1th collage it was a natural

step to begin to use it in my work.
and to work on paper.

I continued to use black and white

(Pl. VII)

The use of collage allowed immediate and major changes.

The

pictures became much more unified in an abstract way due to areas of
dark and light that fioated free from the positive forms.

(Pl. VIII)

It was at this point I felt the overlapping and in-and-out drawing
allowed the work to become fiuid, non-static and open.
was looking for.

This was what I

As I continued to work in this manner I simultaneously

did some pictures using color, though sparingly.

These piatUl'es were in

ink, acrylic and gouache and for the first time began to have a definite
subject.

(Plates IX, X)

Color in these pictures was not as dominant as black and whites it
was enrichment.
to enter in.

It is in this introduction of color that painting seems

I have come to the conclusion that all of these works have

grown out of my own personal interest in drawing and the color in them is
of secondary importance.

Because of this attitude I prefer to apply

color in the same manner as drawing.

This approach keeps the linear

quality of the picture dominant though the subtleties and richness or
color is all.,wed to come through.
From these pictures using color, an unexpected development occurred.
The imagery and story element from earlier pictures seemed to reappear.
Rather than anonomous figures as subject I chose prior to beginning a
composition a particular individual of personal interest to me.
St. Francis whom I had recently been reading about.

I used

As similar as they

may have looked to the earlier works (Pl. I) there was a profound difference in their execution.

The figurative images came completely from mental
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invention without the need of the observed object.

(Plates XI, XII)

The flow and movement that took place in the black and white pictures plus
the transparency and collage now gave me the freedom and options for which
I had been searching.

SUMMARY AND FUTURE POSSIBILITIES
At the beginning of the program my work was strongly oriented to-

ward the individual objects used in the paintings ard lacked any cohesive
means of unification.
more was still needed.

Collage was used as an attempt for unification but
It was not until I let go of observed or pre-

conceived images and allowed the image to develop from the free flow of
washes and lines that I w.u able to allow the pioture to give ideas back
to me.

The pictures were now growing from themselves and fr<>lll the ideas

suggested to me, without having to force the image prior to starting a
painting.

After many black and white works in this give and take

approach I chose to introduce collage and color back into my work.

It was

al so at this point that the choice of subjeet. matter, prior to starting the
painting, reappeared.

I was now able to work with subject matter as I had

before, but in a new, open, and flowing way.
I now feel that there are many options and directions open to me
that were not open before; directions in scale or in the dominance of color
for example, but whatever direction it takes I hope to have a strong
cohesion in my work and better understanding on my part of the overall
picture format.

?

(Pl. I) Untitled

(Pl. II) Untitled
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(Pl. III) Untitled

(Pl. IV)

Untitled
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(Pl. V)

Untitled

(Pl. VI)

Untitled
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(Pl. VII) Untitled

(Pl. VIII) Untitled
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(Pl. IX) Untitled

(Pl. X)

Untitled
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(Pl. XI) Untitled

(Pl. XII)

Untitled

lJ
ADDITIONAL PLATES

(A)

Untitled

(B) Untitled
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(C) Untitled

(D) Untitled
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(E) Untitled

(F) Untitled

